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Garmin’s most feminine
smartwatch to date
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Garmin has been making an effort to make its smartwatches and activity trackers
appeal to women for a while now, with features such as menstrual and pregnancy
tracking. A number of its watches, including Fenix, the popular Premium
multisport GPS smartwatch, are available in a smaller wrist size. But now, the
brand has for the first time launched a smartwatch specially designed for women.
Designed by women for women, the Lily comes with a small 34mm watch case,
a thin 14mm wristband, and a unique liquid crystal monochromatic touchscreen
display that disappears when not in use, revealing a sharp-looking patterned lens.
Mary Woodbury, Senior Media relations specialist for Garmin’s wellness segment,
says that while the Lily is packed with fitness and wellness features, it’s the design
quality and small size that makes this watch unique.

tracking, Body Battery™ energy levels
and respiration data. These insights
come from heart rate variability.
Because Garmin smartwatches sample
heart rate frequently, you are given a
better understanding of how much
variance there is between each beat of
your heart. If you’re an athlete, for
example, your heart rate is a good
indication of how much effort you’re
putting into a workout. Combined with
other data captured by your Garmin

Global GPS-giant Garmin has been

take it off all the time for a recharge

watch, this can help you avoid under-

making wearables for more than 15 years

you’re not getting the full picture. Most

or overtraining.

and places great emphasis on best-in-

Garmin smartwatches will give you at

class heart rate monitoring. “This focus

least five days of battery time, depending

Mary emphasises that Garmin does not

on heart rate, specifically, is why we’re a

on how you use them. With our solar-

have a one size fits all approach and

leader in the health and wellness space

charging watches like the new Enduro,

does not uniquely target people who

today,” says Mary. “The quality of

users can get upwards of 65 days.”

are very serious about their sport. The

wellness features depends on accurate

brand offers smartwatches and activity

heart rate monitoring. Most trackers do

Garmin argues that because its

trackers for a variety of different

heart rate now but there are big

wearables have a more frequent rate of

lifestyles, with users ranging from

differences in quality. Garmin monitors

measurement, their customers can

Olympic athletes through to people

the heart rate multiple times per second,

review more metrics in greater detail

who simply value their health and

24/7, others once every 3 seconds. That

regarding their health and fitness on

believe that what their body is telling

doesn’t sound like a big difference but

the Garmin Connect™ mobile app

them is important. It’s in the latter

over time, it adds up to a lot of data

downloaded to their compatible

category, the wellness segment, that

you’re missing. A stressful moment can

smartphone. This gives them more

Lily was recently launched. “It’s for

take less than a second, after all. Battery

insight into some of the features they

women with an active lifestyle who are

life also is a key strength of ours. We want

can see on their Garmin smartwatch,

not dedicated to one specific sport,”

you to wear the watch 24/7; if you have to

including

Mary explains.

stress

tracking,
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The Lily is Garmin’s first smartwatch
specifically designed for women but the
brand has been making an effort to cater
to women’s needs for a while now. “We
started creating watches in smaller
sizes,” says Mary. “The Fenix 6 now also
comes in a Fenix 6S version, for
example, as women typically have
smaller wrists. We also added more
feminine colourways. In more recent
years we started to think about the
women’s health portfolio and in 2019
launched menstrual cycle tracking,
followed by pregnancy tracking in 2020.
These features are now all available
through Garmin Connect, our free
online fitness community.”
Women consumer acceptance continues
to be extremely important for the
smartwatch industry at large: despite the
efforts of many brands, the industry still
has mostly male buyers. The perception
among

many

women

is

that

smartwatches are too big, in terms of
both appearance and fit, and not
fashionable enough. “We understood
that even our “S” sizes were still too big
for some women,” says Mary. “Therefore
there were still many women who were
not buying a smartwatch because it
looked too big on their wrist, because it
wasn’t comfortable and didn’t look good.

display that disappears when not in use,

This higher-end model comes in Dark

With the new Lily watch we feel we’ve

revealing a sharp-looking patterned lens.

Bronze, Cream Gold and Black, and Light

addressed these issues.”

The thought behind this is that we

Gold and White. Each model features

wanted the watch to look good and have

different lens patterns. The Lily Sport

The Lily’s case measures just 34mm in

design value even when not in use, so

diameter. For comparison, Garmin’s

that it wouldn’t be just a black watch

is designed with a silicone band and an

Vivomove 3S measures 39mm, while the

face.”

aluminium bezel, making it more
comfortable to wear when working

Fenix 6S is 42mm. Lily’s strap is also
noticeably narrower than those of most

As the Lily is a fashionable timepiece, it

out. It also comes in three colours,

smartwatches, at 14mm wide.

comes in two models, Classic and Sport,

namely Cream Gold and White, Rose

adding up to six different styles, which

Gold and Light Sand, and Orchid. Each

“We took some design chances on it

offer a variety of combinations. Lily

of them boasts a unique ornamented

too,” Mary adds. “It has a unique liquid

Classic comes with a leather band

lens, which is nature and wellness-

crystal monochromatic touchscreen

combined with a stainless steel bezel.

inspired, according to Garmin.
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The Lily comes with a bunch of

are surprised at how packed with features

several new products in this segment,

intelligent features, including replicating

it is, considering it’s that small.”

including the new Forerunner® 745,

your phone’s notifications, showing your

adding daily suggested workouts

calendar appointments, and helping you

Lily was launched at the start of the year

helping competitors reach their goals,

share your location with friends and

when much of the world was still

and the Garmin Clipboard™ app that

family. It can also display the weather,

battling COVID-19. Mary points out that

offers an integrated solution for coaches

control your music, make your phone

the pandemic hasn’t stopped Garmin

to

ring if you’ve lost it (provided it’s still

customers from finding ways to exercise

performance. The brand also launched

connected via Bluetooth), and reply to

and stay healthy. Through the Garmin

the Venu® Sq, an entry-level smart

text messages (Android phones only). It

Connect platform the brand analysed

watch with GPS capability that

showcases a myriad of health and fitness

data and concluded that Garmin

combines daily style with industry-

functions, including 24/7 respiration,

customers “got more intentional with

leading health monitoring.

Pulse Ox1, stress, hydration, sleep,

their activities, and found ways to

and heart rate monitoring, as well as

engage their bodies — even if it meant

“For all of the challenges in 2020, Garmin

reminders to work out, rest, and sleep.

pushing the coffee table out of the way

saw sales growth,” says Mary. “The

The Lily will also happily assist you in

for room to roll out a yoga mat or simply

conclusion is that while people were

monitoring your workouts by tracking

running in place.” Garmin Connect

stuck at home, they were placing great

your steps and calories burned. It doesn’t

logged an average total of 5% more

value on staying active and improving

come with a built-in GPS and will require

activities in 2020 than 2019. This was

their health. Our watches are perfect for

a connection with your phone to

also reflected in Garmin’s income

both of those things.”

accurately record your GPS exercises.

statement. Revenue from the fitness

manage

team

training

and

segment grew strongly driven by strong

The Lily is available globally through

The feedback on the Lily so far has been

demand for its advanced wearables and

www.garmin.com.

really good, according to Mary. “People

cycling products, and by the launch of
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